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Purchase Order 
Renaissance Workshop Company 

Your order is considered firm since you send it, but you can modify or even cancel it later on. 

Copyright and Licence Agreement 
 
SUMMARY: You are buying a product consisting of some objects and some information with a licence of use. YOU 
ARE NOT BUYING OR HIRING THE COPYRIGHT. This means that you cannot use those objects or that information 
to copy them for commercial purposes. The licence that comes with every kit and every drawing, allows you 
to build only one instrument for personal use and no more. Only if you are a 'RWC Authorized Building 
Workshop' you can trade with this instrument obtained from the kit or drawing, otherwise it has to be built for 
personal use. You cannot hide the origin and the manufacturer and you cannot delete or remove the marks of 
RWC.  

        I have read, understood and agreed the COMPLETE Copyright Preventions and Licence Terms in this 
document. Only if you write 'yes' in the box above your order will be processed. 

 

Your Coordinates 

Name  

E-mail  

Country  

Delivery Address 
(complete) 

 

 

Phone  

Billing Address (if different) 

 

 

 

Payment Options 

(Please, see the details and pros and cons of each one. Note that not all the methods and currencies will have 
the same cost for you). 

Do not send any money or cheque if we have not confirmed your order and payment method. If you choose 
to pay with credit card you can send the details as we will not charge it until the order is ready to ship. 

 GBP EURO 
Cash (if you are booking a product to be picked up in our showroom)   
Bank Transfer (see our bank details)   
PayPal (You don't need to have a PayPal account. When confirming 
the order, we will send a link to do the payment) 

  

Credit Card (If chosen, do not forget to complete below the details)   
Money Order (see the details)   
Cash on Delivery (consult if it is possible to your destination)   
Cheque (Only if drawn on a bank with an Spanish or English address)   
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Ordered Products 
Errors and omissions excepted, you are ordering what is described in writing in the product pages of this 
website. Pictures cannot exactly correspond to the described product. 

If you desire to order more than four products, please use the comment box below. 

Qty. Ref. Product Unit Price 
 exVAT 

Qty. Price 
 exVAT 

  

     RWC  (a) 

     RWC  (b) 

     RWC  (c) 

     RWC  (d) 
     

  Goods subtotal 
(a) + (b) + (c) + (d)  

 RWC  (E) 

      

  Discount / Offer Code  RWC (f) 

  Packing & Postage and Insurance  RWC (g) 

      

  BEFORE TAX 
(E) - (f) + (g) 

 RWC  (J) 

  VAT (21 % for deliveries within the UE Area; 0 for the rest) 
if applicable VAT =  0.21 x (J), otherwise VAT = 0 

 RWC (K) 

  Total (RWC) 
(J) + (K) 

 RWC (L) 

      

  You will only pay one of the amounts below, according with the currency selected above. If you 
need to know the prices in other currency, please consult the exchange rates. 

     

  Total (EURO) 
EURO rate x (L) 

 EURO (M) 

  Total (GBP) 
GBP rate x (L) 

 GBP (N) 

 

Credit Card details 
Please, debit my following credit card. 

Type (Visa, Mastercard, Amex, etc.)  

Card holder (as it appears in the card)  

Number (Substitute half of the digits or more with X's 
following our secure 2-message system)) 

 

Expiry date (Complete only the year and leave the month 
as XX following our secure 2-message system) 

 

Card Security code (What is this?)  

Card address (where you receive the statements of the 
card. Only if different from the billing address) 

 

Remember:  
1- If you are using our secure two-message system we do not process your order until you send us the second 
message with the missing details. 
2- You can be required to send a copy (or scanned image) of both sides of the card and an Identity Document 
(passport, driving license, etc.)  
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Urgency 

If you are in a hurry, please contact us before putting the order. Unless you specify otherwise, we choose a 
quick, economic and secure service to ship your order. Alternatively, choose and tick as appropriate: 

 X .  use the selected quick but economic service at the maximum prices published in the website
  use an express service and charge the difference 

Back Orders 
Any item out of stock will be back ordered and sent if it becomes available in the following two months. 
Alternatively, choose and tick as appropriate: 

 X .  back order during two months 
  if you would prefer a refund 
  do not wish to have items on back order

Multi-item Delivery 
If you are ordering several items with different availabilities you will be charged individual dispatch costs for 
each item unless you request them to be held and sent together. 

 X .  held and send together 
  charge individual dispatch costs as each item becomes available

Comments 

 

Date 

 

Signature 
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Copyright and License of Use  
Renaissance Workshop Company 

REMEMBER: You are buying a product consisting of some objects and some information with a licence of use. YOU ARE NOT 
BUYING OR HIRING THE COPYRIGHT. This means that you cannot use those objects or that information to copy them for 
commercial purposes. The licence that comes with every kit and every drawing, allows you to build only one instrument and 
no more. Only if you are a recognised RWC builder you can trade with this instrument obtained from the kit or drawing, 
otherwise it has to be built for personal use. You cannot hide the origin and the manufacturer and you cannot delete or 
remove the marks of RWC. 
 
If you are 
buying 

You can… You cannot… 

a finished 
instrument 

 Use and enjoy it. 
 Sell it as a second-hand RWC instrument. 
 Resell it as a new RWC instrument only if you 

are a trade agent of RWC, maintain the marks of 
RWC, respect the price and commercial policies 
of RWC and advertise it as manufactured by 
RWC. 

Copy it, neither for personal nor commercial 
purposes. 

 Delete or remove the marks of RWC. 
 Resell it as a new instrument if you are not a 

trade agent of RWC, if you do not respect the 
price and commercial policies of RWC or if you 
do not advertise it as manufactured by RWC. 

      
If you are 
buying 

You can… You cannot… 

a kit  Transform it in an instrument for your use. 
 Sell it as a second-hand RWC kit. 
 Resell it as a new RWC kit only if you are a trade 

agent of RWC, maintain the marks of RWC, 
respect the price and commercial policies of 
RWC and advertise it as manufactured by RWC. 

 If you are a 'RWC Authorized Building Workshop', 
you can transform it in an instrument to be sold 
with the marks and copyright of RWC. 

Copy it, neither for personal nor commercial 
purposes. 

 Delete or remove the marks of RWC. 
 Resell the parts of the kit as components or 

spare parts. 
 Resell it as a new kit if you are not a trade 

agent of RWC, if you do not respect the price 
and commercial policies of RWC or if you do 
not advertise it as manufactured by RWC. 

 Transform it in an instrument to be sold 
without the marks and copyright of RWC. 

 Build instruments from scratch based on the 
information obtained from the kit neither for 
personal nor commercial purposes. 

 If you are not a 'RWC Authorized Building 
Workshop', you cannot transform it in an 
instrument to be sold. 

      
If you are 
buying 

You can… You cannot… 

a drawing or 
instruction 
manual 

 Build an instrument for your use following the 
instructions. 

  Sell it as a second-hand RWC drawing. 
 Resell it as a new RWC drawing only if you are a 

trade agent of RWC, maintain the marks of 
RWC, respect the price and commercial policies 
of RWC and advertise it as manufactured by 
RWC. 

 If you are a 'RWC Authorized Building Workshop', 
you can build an instrument to be sold with the 
marks and copyright of RWC. 

Copy it, neither for personal nor commercial 
purposes. 

 Delete or remove the marks of RWC. 
 Resell it as a new drawing if you are not a 

trade agent of RWC, if you do not respect the 
price and commercial policies of RWC or if you 
do not advertise it as manufactured by RWC. 

 Build an instrument to be sold without the 
marks and copyright of RWC. 

 Build more than one instrument from scratch 
based on the information obtained from the 
drawing neither for personal nor commercial 
purposes. 

 If you are not a 'RWC Authorized Building 
Workshop', you cannot build an instrument to 
be sold based on the information obtained 
from the drawing. 

 


